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Scottish Winter 2007..2008

A long season stretching from November to April meant the 2007-08
winter was one of the most productive for several years. Many climbers

were operating at the highest levels, and routes that in the past would have
taken several attempts are now being climbed on their first try. The steady
rise in standards is a combination of increased fitness, the application of
leashless tools and the competitive edge provided by rival teams. Not all the
key ascents can be mentioned in this brief review, but the following
paragraphs indicate the breadth and variety of routes being climbed.

Ben Nevis
Ben Nevis had one of its busiest seasons for years. The first big news was in
early December when Andy Turner, Steve Ashworth and Viv Scott climbed
The Secret (VIII, 9) on 10 December. This steep crack-line slicing the right
wall of Number Three Gully had been stared at by Nevis mixed climbers
for a number of years, but its unremitting steepness and apparent lack of
footholds meant that most looked at it in disbelief. Turner's three-hour
lead of the 40-metre crux pitch was a Scottish winter climber's dream - an
on-sight first ascent of a cutting edge winter-only line at the first attempt.

Situated high up in Coire na Ciste, The Secret is fully exposed to the blast
of northerly winds and quickly becomes rimed and coated white with hoar
frost and snow. In contrast to many other top Scottish winter routes which
require specific conditions and several seasons' patient waiting, The Secret
comes into condition fast and was a clear target for a quick repeat. So the
next time the wall was hoared later that month, it was no surprise that it
was attempted by another very strong team. The ascent by Ian Parnell,
Guy Robertson and Mark Garthwaite went without a glitch, with Garth
waite quickly despatching the difficult entry pitch and Parnell taking the
honours with a smooth lead of the long crux crack.

Inevitably, the relative ease of the second ascent led to some discussion
about the grade. After some deliberation, based on their experience of many
top-rated Scottish ascents, the first ascent party decided on X,lO for their
climb; but the second ascensionists thought that the route was somewhat
easier. The second ascent trio are all known to be tough graders, but they
also have a vast amount of experience climbing routes at the upper spectrum
of the Scottish game, and the route has now settled down at VIII, 9. The
team was full of praise for Andy's lead, stating that The Secret is one of the
finest winter pitches they have ever climbed. Undoubtedly The Secret's quality
and readiness to come into condition means that it will become established
as one of Scotland's most sought-after mixed test pieces.
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172. The 2008 winter was an excellent season for new mixed routes on
Ben Nevis. lain Small tackles a new Grade VIII, 8 climb, which
takes the prominent rib on the left side of Creag Coire na Ciste.
(Simon Richardson)
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The second Ben Nevis route to hit the headlines was the first free ascent
of Don't Die ofIgnorance by Dave MacLeod and Joe French on the front face
of The Comb on 16 March. First climbed irI February 1987 by Andy Cave
and Simon Yates, the route is based on the great hangirIg groove to the
right of the crest of the buttress. A huge overhangirIg wall prevents direct
access to the groove, so they used aid to traverse right along a wide break
from the foot of Tower Face of The Comb. Their ascent was graded VI, 6
and A2 and has not been climbed sirIce, although irI 2001 Andy Nisbet and
Chris Dale repeated the traverse pitch to reach a second corner-lirIe further
right. Dave MacLeod is clearly inspired by this part of the mountairI. In
2005 he added the difficult summer climb Anubis (E8) to the crest of The
Comb, and the next project on his agenda was a free ascent of the origirIal
lirIe of Don't Die of Ignorance.

MacLeod had failed to free the route for the fifth time just two days
earlier, so this was his sixth attempt. 'I was back once agairI, staring at that
grim undercut crack disappearing round the prow into no man's land,' he
recounted on his blog. 'I desperately struggled to seat my axe in the crux
tin-opener. I screamed to Joe to expect a fall and released my left axe, cuttirIg
loose onto one arm. The axe slid and jerked a centimetre. My heart missed
a beat and the jolt nearly made me fall, my hand sliding down the upside
down axe to the head and rolling onto three fingers. A dynamic match and
kungfu [move] allowed one foot to swirIg onto the wall to the right and up
to the peg I got in on Friday. The vertical wall above was climbed irI an
utterly 'go for broke' style, axes rippirIg, droppirIg onto one hand and gaspirIg
with pump and shriekirIg for slack.'

MacLeod graded the free version of the route XI, 11, the same grade he
gave to his winter ascent of The Hurting in Coire an Lochain in the
Cairngorms, which he climbed last season.

For the vast majority of Scottish winter climbers the technical difficulty
of these routes is almost beyond comprehension but demonstrate what can
be achieved by talented climbers takirIg a modern rock-climbirIg 'project'
approach to climbing winter routes. The majority of winter climbers,
however, are happy to operate at a lower level, and climb routes on sight in
the time-honoured traditional Scottish style.

In all, 12 new routes were added to the mountain, and most were in the
higher grades. These included the first ascent of Stormtrooper (VIII, 8) on
the right wall of Darth Vader by Ashcroft and Turner, and a winter version
of Subtraction (VIII, 8) on the Minus Face by Robertson and Scott. On
Number Three Gully Buttress, lan Parnel1 made a bold lead of the very
serious Snuff Wall (VIII, 8) to the right of Babylon, and lain Small and Simon
Richardson climbed the prominent rib on the left side of Creag Coire na
Ciste between Archangeland South Sea Bubble (VIII, 8). Also of note was the
second winter ascent of Centurion (VIII, 8) on Cam Dearg Buttress by Guy
R9bertson and Pete Benson.
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Torridon-Skye
On 10-11 January Guy Robertson and Ian Parnell made a winter ascent of
Sundance (VIn, 8), a summer E2 that takes a steep corner-crack in the centre
of the Far East Wall of Coire Mhic Fhearchair on Beinn Eighe. 'Sundance
is a contender for best mixed route in Scotland,' Guy said afterwards. 'It's
on a par with the likes of Vertigo Wall and Fhidhleir's Nose. Truly outstanding
climbing - thin and delicate, then pumpy and intimidating on pitch two,
then super-sustained and utterly sensational on pitch three.' The matter-of
fact nature of Robertson and Parnell's ascent was breathtaking. Sundance
was a well-known winter objective by Beinn Eighe winter devotees but its
unremitting steepness had deterred any previous attempts.

That evening, Robertson swapped partners, exchanging Ian Parnell for
Mark Garthwaite, and headed off for Skye. Early next morning they abseiled
from the Thearlaich-Dubh Gap to reach the Upper Cliff of Sgurr Mhic
Choinnich. This is one of Skye's finest mountain rock-climbing venues and
home to great classics such as King Cobra and Mongoose Direct. It has seen
few winter visits, however, and tire only winter route described in the
guidebook is Mick Fowler's unrepeated Exiguous Gully (VI, 6).

Robertson and Garthwaite found the cliff covered in helpful icy hoar.
After considering various options they made a winter ascent of the classic
175m-long Dawn Grooves but were surprised at how difficult the route turned
out to be. 'We thought a summer VS would maybe give us a VI or VII,'
Guy recalled afterwards, 'so we were slapped in the face a bit! It was a very
sustained route, with superb climbing all the way. I was pretty chuffed with
our ascent - we didn't hang about. There was a pitch of 6, three of 7 and
two of 8, all of them were very sustained, so eight hours was rapid enough.
That's the great thing about climbing in January - it puts a spring in your
step!' Dawn Grooves was graded VIII, 8 and the final !Om hand-width corner
crack, climbed in the dark, was the climax of a remarkable two days'
climbing for Robertson.

On 18 March Steve Ashworth made a solo traverse of a very wintry Cuillin
Ridge in 9 hours 7 minutes. This is almost certainly a winter record and
now Steve has stated a precise time, it throws down the gauntlet for other
teams to attempt the traverse and perhaps complete it in even faster times.

Cairngorm
One of the most forceful displays of mountaineering took place in the lonely
Garbh Choire Mor on Braeriach. John Lyall made a lightning visit on
19 February and soloed eleven routes including the classic Vukan CV, 4),
a new Grade IV right of Daddy's Gone-a-Hunting, and second ascents of
Liaisons Dangereuses (V, 6), Comanche (V, 5) and Custer Corner (IV, 4).
Incredibly, he was back at the car, having notched up a season's worth tally
of routes on one of Scotland's remotest cliffs, after a mere eight hours!
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Northern Highlands
A quick thaw towards the end of the third week in January stripped many
of the buttress routes in the Cairngorms and Central Highlands, but
fortunately the warm air did not penetrate much further north than Inverness
and the Northern Highlands escaped more or less unscathed. The forecast
was cool and cloudy for the weekend, which prompted Roger Webb and
Sirnon Richardson on 19 January to attempt a winter ascent on Pillar Buttress
of A'Mhaighdean in the Fisherfield Forest, considered by many to be
Scotland's remotest Munro. Tactics were all-important for this venture
because the route faces south-west and strips in the sun, so a cloudy day
with snow showers was ideal. The buttress is not only situated a long way
from the road, but it is also tricky to get to from below, and the approach
over the summit followed by an abseil down an adjacent gully took over
nine hours.

The effort was worth it because the six-pitch route up the crest of the
b·uttress was one of the finest climbs either had ever done. They topped out
at lam and it wasn't until midday that they made it back to the car after a
3D-hour round trip. The Great Game (VII, 7) will probably only ever be
repeated by the most fanatical connoisseurs of Scottish winter climbing,
but they were not the only people climbing on the remote Letterewe Estate
that day. Alex Runciman and partner made a rare ascent of North Summit
Buttress (Ill) on the wild and lonely North Face of Beinn Lair.
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